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For undergraduate courses in Algebra and Trigonometry with optional Graphing Calculator usage.

The Seventh Edition of this dependable text retains its best features -- accuracy, precision, depth,

strong student support, and abundant exercises -- while substantially updating content and

pedagogy. After completing the book, students will be prepared to handle the algebra found in

subsequent courses such as finite mathematics, business mathematics, and engineering calculus.
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Mike Sullivan Professor of Mathematics at Chicago State University received a Ph.D. in

mathematics from Illinois Institute of Technology. Mike has taught at Chicago State for over 30

years. He is a native of Chicagoâ€™s South Side and currently resides in Oaklawn.Â  Mike has four

children.Â  The two oldest have degrees in mathematics and assisted in proofing, checking

examples and exercises, and writing solutions manuals for this project.Â  Mike III co-authored the

Sullivan Graphing with Data Analysis series as well as this series.Â  Dan, the youngest, sells for

Prentice Hall as a generalist.  Â  Mike has authored or co-authored over ten books.Â  He owns a

travel agency, and splits his time between a condo in Naples, Florida and a home in Oaklawn,

where Mike enjoys gardening.Â  Mike first signed this series with Deleen Publishing (Acquired by

Macmillan) in 1985. Â 

The item arrived overall in very good shape. The cover was somewhat discolored and had a few



scratches, but the physical pages were perfect. As for the quality of the textbook material, this is the

best textbook I have read for covering the necessary math needed for higher level mathematics.

The information in this book is even slightly more detailed than what is present in the Precalculus

edition, but it is, of course, missing the introduction to limit theory which can always be covered later

in an actual Calculus textbook. The information is thorough and concise, and for this reason, if you

are someone who likes to study privately and learn by yourself, this is an excellent textbook to get

started with.

I used this book for my Fall 2015 class. It came with the access card needed for class. The book

was just and updated version of previous versions with some math problems changed and format

changes. I still had to use youtube and other resources to help me solve problems the even

problems that did not have example of how to solve in the textbook.

Well, I bought one book that was a piece of junk from a different seller, so I had to buy this one. This

one came as described and I am currently using it for class. Works great, came as described, no

pages missing, no tears (unless you count the ones from doing precal), minor damage around the

corners, but then again I bought a used book therefore not surprised, shipped like it said. Overall

very happy with this purchase.

great book

awesome

Was great.

The font in the book is really good easy to read and the book came in really good condition.

this math solution's book is worth every penny because I explains in detail step by step on how to

get the old number answer to refer to the even question in the other math book.
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